Designed by Antonio Citterio and part of the B&B Italia Project Collection, the George lounge collection features long, low lines with classic cross-stitch detailing on the seat cushions that project a refined aesthetic and superb comfort.

**Designer**
Antonio Citterio

**Typology**
Lounge Seating

**Collection**
B&B Italia Project

**Year**
2001

**Fabrics & Finishes**

*Upholstery*
Fabrics are available from Luum; COM/COL

*Frame finish*
Polished Aluminum

**Dimensions**

- George Lounge Chair (small) BBGSA1
- George Lounge Chair (large) BBGSA2
- George Lounge Sofa, Two-Seater BBGSB4
- George Lounge Sofa, Three-Seater BBGSB5
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